
under the sunbonnetsSunbonnets mormon
women with faces

maureen ursenbach beecher

there they all are listed in an official history of the church at
dinner in injosephjoseph and emma smith s nauvoo mansion house brothers
wilson law hyrum smith john taylor orson hyde william
clayton shadrach roundy willard richards brigham young heber
C kimball george A smith the list is long and reads like a muster
roll of the nauvoo legion until the catch phrase at the end and
ladies and ladies the postscripts of the official histories of the
church we know they were there the women but except for prim
eliza R snow driving a team and wagon or determined mary fielding
smith administering to her dying ox would we recognize them
whose are the faces under the big brimmed sunbonnetssunbonnets

clarissa decker young her mother harriet wheeler young and
ellen sanders kimball came into the great basin with brigham
young s first company who were they what role did they play in the
first rude settlement while george brown william carter and
shadrach roundy were damming city creek and flooding the ground
for the seed corn and potato cuttings other companies arrived and
with them children we point with pride to the first school being held
that first summer but who is the young teacher who herded her
charges into the sun hot tent for their lessons

the maryjanemary jane dilworthsDilworths of our history have been left as faceless
as the sunbonnet ladies our grandmothers appliquedappliquesappliqued on their quilts
and embroidered on their pillowslipspillow slips profiled their bonnet brims
hiding the features which could have identified them the sunbonnet
ted ffigures were as easy to draw on the quilts as the and ladies to add
in the history the sunbonnettedsunbon netted pioneer women we represent in our
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july 24 celebrations the ones we parade on floats down main street
salt lake city or center street provo or state street parowancarowanParowan or
moab or snowflake arizona are stereotypes just as faceless as the
quilt top ladies we recognize the bearded brigham young beside
them we know the long haired porter rockwell perched behind we
may even identify military daniel wells riding horseback alongside
but can we name the women under the sunbonnetssunbonnets it seems sadly
significant that a recent church publication attempting to depict susa
young gates used instead a photograph of mary alice cannon
lambert and no one caught the error until a descendant of that lady
wrote to complain

turn back the brims on our women s sunbonnetssunbonnets face them into
the sun let us see who they are one by one what they did what they
said what contribution they made to us as a people to us as individuals

take mary jane dilworth for example that first schoolmarm in
the valley under her sunbonnet is a face just sixteen years old
baptized in her pennsylvania birthplace she had moved with her
parents to nauvoo just in time to be driven onward for the long winter
of 1846471846 47 in winter quarters for some reason mary jane came on
ahead of her parents in the long trek across the plains she traveled in
the family of william bringhurst arriving in the valley before the first
houses were built lining the walls of the old fort hence the tent
schoolroom adapting to the unusual became the usual to maryjanemary jane
married the next year to francis hammond she left with him three
years later a baby in her arms for a six year mission to the sandwich
islands where she labored alongside her proselytizing husband
teaching school to the natives who soon were calling her mother 2

mother she was not just with the honorary title but in reality to the
child she brought from utah and to the three children she bore in the
islands many hawaiian native children four paler skinned american
children a raft of missionaries they all knew the face under her
sunbonnet

it is easier for us to generalize about mormon missionary wives
waiting at home than to realize that often they accompanied their
husbands the nauvoo experience of louisa barnes prattprate for
example is one we most readily accept reading her account of her
husband addison s mission call to tahiti we feel for all such wives she
wrote
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when itit was first announced to me that his mission was to the
south pacific ocean and for an absence of three years a weeping
spirit came upon me which lasted for three days I1 then became
calm and set about preparing his wardrobe for the event he was
often in a thoughtful serious moodmood3mooda3

louisa would be left in nauvoo with their four children and could
not have anticipated the events which would follow her husband s
departure it was 1843 and before he returned she would know the
martyrdom of the prophet the cruel haggling of the gentiles winter
quarters the chills and fever that plagued the driven saints the
arduous trek to the great basin she would next see her husband in
utah but she had no inkling then of all that the day arrived
inevitably the parting scene came louisa wrote in her reminis-
cence

the two eldest daughters wept very sorely we walked with him to
the steamboat landing he carried the youngest child inin his
arms he would be absent three years it was unfortunate
at the last as he stept on to the steamboat the children saw him
take his handkerchief from his eyes they knew he was wiping
away his tears it was too much for them they commenced
weeping the second daughter was inconsolable the more we tried
to soothe her the more piteous were her complaints she was sure
her father would never return 4

of such material we have created our stereotype of the mormon
women lumping all similar experiences into the same sort of bag
romanticisingromanticizingromantic ising them into generalizations which eventually become
little more than sentimentality robbed of her own individual
character the one becomes representative of the many and the face
under the sunbonnet becomes blurred but read on read further in
this woman s reminiscence her troubled journey to utah maneu-
vered by dintdine of her own determination and business acumen her
reunion there with addison their plans for a permanent home and
then his second mission call the stereotype would have her again
await patiently his return the while grubbing for her family but she
recounts how half despite herself she confessed to mary ann young
wife to prophet brigham that yes she would like to follow addison to

1 journal5journal of louisa barnes pratt heart throbs odtheoftheof the westedwesrwest ed katebkatekarebkareB carter 12 vols salt
lakelakecitycity daughters of the utah pioneers 194781894001947818919478 189400189 400 the journal written by louisa pratt
herself inin her fiftieth year isis based on her own diaries no longer extant the published version
has been heavily edited so the quoted segments here come from the original journal inin
possession of S george and maria smith ellsworth logan utah p 108
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tahiti the next conference april 1850 shortly after her talk with
sister young louisa listened to the mission appointments with both
hope and fear thomas tomkins was called to go to the islands and
takecake with him addison pratt s family 5 louisa couldncoulden t describe the
effect the announcement had on her but soon she and her children
were on their way to tahiti where rather than finding her addison
locked in the admiration of his convert friends she got word that he
was secured in prison on a nearby island undaunted louisa
established her family in the village planted her little new england
dooryard and began teaching the children of the village civilized
manners along with their english the story addison s release and
their eventual return is a long and exciting one and certainly not
what we with our generalized view of our pioneer ancestors would
expect

we have long seen our pioneer foremothersfore mothers selectively focusing
on only those aspects of their lives we immediately admired we have
made of them uunwillingnw illing models of the virtues we ourselves would wish
to possess erasing when we came across them any traits we chose not
to see we have distorted the women into the molds after which we
would wish our own character to be patterned we have robbed them
of their reality made of them the blue eyed clear complexioned sweet
smiling heroines of our plays our musicals and our parade floats but
look closer under the sunbonnetssunbonnets there are also the wrinkled faces
the pockmarkedpockmarked ones the sad and the happy ones freckled cheeks
defiant eyes the stained teeth the kind looks and the scowls let us
look full face on these women and discover one by one what gave to
their lives the richness which flows from their veins into ours which
gives us our heritage

diversity is the thing in what they did as much as in how they
looked these women were distictivedistinctive they chose or found
themselves locked into lifestyles as different from each other s as
they may seem from ours we are already accustomed to the image of
the frugal mother of early pioneer times her brood around her
standing in the doorway of the log cabin to greet their father husband
coming home from the field or the mission the meeting or the hunt
of a later generation but of that familiar devoted spirit is abigail rees
madsen her daughter amy number seven in this family that reached
thirteen children records how it was for them four of the little kids
slept widthwise in the second bed in their parents room rousing one

vjournaljournal of louisa barnes pratt ed carter p 251
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night amy heard her father and the oldest son doing something to the
big bed mama she whispered mama s in the other room go to
sleep returned the man s voice amy was too young to know about
birthingsberthingsbir things but felt the mixed sense of excitement and anxiety that filled
the house the next morning when nurse annie tingey announced over
the oatmeal that there was a new brother and the children weren t to
go near the front room whence mama s bed had been moved

abbieabble madsen s life was full of her thirteen children children to
be given life to be taught to be made happy in a world that provided
little materially evenings around the kitchen table

mama would wash a pan of apples and then she d quarter and core
them for us to nibble on while we worked she was our trusted
encyclopedia of knowledge and sayer and explainer of long
words until her day weariness would catch up with her we
would steal sly glances at her nodding head and drooping eyes as
we asked questions As her train of thought died down she d give
irrational answers that raised a great deal of childish laughter
she d rouse herself to find out what was going on and then laugh
with us and scold us onward 6

such a sense of total responsibility forsofor so manychildrenmany children leftlef tAbbieabbieabble
madsen little room for her own thoughts but as her daughter
recorded there was one portion of her life which was her own

I1 learned thatchat mama was a poet through the lock on the bathroom
door it was locked such a long time one summer afternoon we
wondered if another child was locked inside and had gone to sleep
so we counted the family all of us were outside the bathroom
everyone was accounted for but mama I1 timidly knocked

mama silence grace said go useusejensenjensen s privy mama
must be writing a poem she was right when mama came out she
carried a pencil and paper and she had a farawayfar away thoughtful look
in her eyes 7

other women also bore thirteen children susa young gates for
example daughter of brigham young mother of singer emma lucy
gates bowen composer cecil gates and leah D widtsoeWidtsoe but her life
style has little in common with abbie madsen s an early marriage
ending in divorce left her with two children a second marriage gave
her the rest but death took most of them in their childhood susa and
jacob gates raised only five to maturity susa worked diverse interests
into her life style she attended brigham young academy under
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tutelage of professor maeser she served there as instructor in music
she learned and taught phonography shorthand she traveled to
the sandwich islands for educational reasons and returned there after
her marriage to gates as his companion missionary two of her sons
died there returning she founded and edited for eleven years the
young comanswomans journal which eventually evolved into the improve-
ment era in the two years 1892931892 93 she was appointed to the board of
trustees of brigham young academy published a book recorded the
official minutes of each of the forty one dedicatory sessions of the salt
lake temple and gave birth to two babies the next year she
organized the domestic science department at BYU founded the
daughters of utah pioneers published another book and had another
baby she was thirty eight years old 8 susa young gates evolved a
life style far removed from that of abigail rees madsen

abbie madsen and susa gates are not the extremes on a
continuum they are two stars in a random pattern of the whole
firmament of women of the mormon past each shines with her own
brilliance giving ofofff her own particular quality of light but both have a
place in the configuration that is our historic past it will take long
study to discover all we need to know about these and the other many
women of our past individually and collectively the study is not
wholly new but the bulk of the work is ahead of us the real job
however goes beyond merely the history of the women the task
facing our historians is to incorporate into their writing of the history
of the church the impact of women on that history for the women
were not in a vacuum and their lives touched and were touched by the
world at large as well as the church and community at home to see
their contribution honestly and fairly is a challenging task of
reconstruction and revision let me here make one step along the way
touching some of the areas in which women were involved and seeing
who some of them were and how they affected and were affected by the
events and circumstances of the mormon environment

women we know were involved in education in early utah girls
were included with boys in the early schools where there were
schools but the lives of individual women reveal wide diversity in the
educational opportunities in pioneer utah diversity not always
contingent on year or locale here s rosilpha stratton gardner born

carolyn W D peters A portrait of susa youngyounggatesgates MS inin the personal file of leonard
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in cedar city in 1854 and raised in virgin city A descendant writes
that

her schooling was very limited they had only one slate speller
and arithmetic which was used by all the family they would get
soft rocks from the mountain and use for slate pencils the first
book she ever had was made by the teacher and was a shingle with
ABCs on one side and ffigures on the other this had to be carefully
preserved to be handed down to the next member of the family to
them writing paper was unknown 9

even at that rosilpha was not as deprived as some matilda peterson
in the northern part of the territory had less opportunity as a working
girl in ogden away from her huntsville home she made her
educational discovery

after I1 had been there a few weeks I1 received a letter from my
brother waldemer asking me to write home I1 will never forget
that first letter I1 tried to write my brother knew I1 had never
had a pencil in my hand but I1 was game I1 got a book with letters in
and a lead pencil and paper and started to write it didndian t look so
bad while I1 was writing but when I1 got finished I1 couldncoulden t read one
word I1 rolled it in a little ball and started to cry and was going to
put it in the stove I1 changed my mind instead I1 smoothed it
out and sent it I1 thought he would never ask me to write again
just as quick as my brother could answer a letter came back he
said he could read every word he begged me to write again I1

wrote again and kept on writing until it looked pretty fair 10

these accounts contrast with the story as we prefer to tell it of a
people hard pressed for life s staples sacrificing to build well equipped
schools and hire the best teachers but that aspect too is true lucinda
lee growing up in the san bernardino colony the church had
established in southern california found educational opportunities at
home and at school my father she writes determined that his
children should not be ignorant as well as poor at the close of his day s

work he patiently taught us while yet too young to attend the common
schools 11 and when lucinda attended formal school her mother
sacrificed her help at home lucinda was the oldest daughter the one
who would normally be expected to carry the bulk of the work load

9 rosilpha9rosilpha stratton gardner pioneer women of arizona ed roberta flake clayton apnpn p
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and kept the older ones in school so resolutely that I1 only remember
losing half a day in several years by age twelve lucinda was being
trained as a teacher and from then on she writes 1 I was a pupil no
more not that her studies diminished as a teacher she wrote 1 I

found myself under the necessity of applying myself to my books or
acknowledging myself vanquished by some industrious boy or girl 12

but lucinda found stumbling blocks placed in her way when she
applied to a gentleman teacher for permission to learn algebra he
replied that it would be wasted time for me to ever study it because I1

already had more learning than was necessary for a good housekeeper
wife and mother which was a woman s only proper place on earth to
his credit the gentleman later commended lucinda for her
accomplishments as scholar and teacher

annie clarkdarkoark growing up in farmington had even further
chances at education

it was arranged that my brother charles and I1 should go to the
brigham young academy to study the subject of religion other
subjects were studied too but shining through them all was the
glorious light of the gospel which subject was taught by brother
maeser I1 had but one regret that being a girl I1 could not go on a
mission as girls now do she was writing in 193911939 to preach these
wonderful truths he had impressed uponusupon us 13

and further still as the years passed were the educational
opportunities afforded alice louise reynolds karl G maeser had
retired from brigham young academy and its new president
benjamin cluff suggested to alice louise when at the age of
nineteen she was teaching school in nephi that she go east to the
university of michigan and prepare herself to teach in a department of
literature which she would establish at the provo university 14 this
was 1892 and brother maeser s feeling that women should not teach
at the higher levels anything but the domestic arts was being
supercededsupersededsuperceded by policies more cognizant of women s abilities

it must be realized that the educational picture for women in the
church the whole scene of advancement opportunities for them
changed as the world picture changed more significantly in zion
women s opportunities changed as the needs of the growing economy
changed in the first two decades up to the mid 1860s the most basic
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necessity governed everyone there was little time for involvement in
the inklings of the movement which were seeping into zion from
seneca falls and the eastern women s organizations for mormon
women as for mormon men there was a kingdom being built and so
long as everything got done no one cared who did it no one was
concerned about who held the plough who directed the irrigation
water who carried the adobesacobes who took charge of the children men
and women were in this thing together and in the particularly
mormon blend of pragmatism and tradition sex roles merged and
everything got done A look through conference talks of those first
decades shows church leaders brigham young especially repeating
one basic message to the sisters obey your husbands and work in
harmony with them and their other wives for the building of the
kingdom

but in the mid 1860s circumstances changed A new theme
emerged in the official statements soon to be reflected in the
occupations of the women brigham young realized that now the ship
of zion was firmly launched she needed all hands on deck for the
voyage into a safe and more sophisticated economic harbor modern
technology necessary to the burgeoning economy required specialized
skills and realized brigham young women could learn these skills as
well as men women would still have tasks suited to their finer
natures but the variety permitted would widen their sphere far
beyond their homes and fields one of the first of those opportunities
came with the telegraph in 1866 telegraphers skilled in the morse
code were needed for the new lines which were then spanning utah
many students of the code called on missions to learn the trade were
women girls more accurately

three of those were childhood friends from nephi just fifteen
years old when their calls came they learned the code together during
the summer of 1867 and were immediately placed in charge of offices
in nephi mona and fountain green all central utah towns before
they were parted with girlish romanticism they chose coquettish code
names for each other names that were to stay with them long years
later mary ellen love pleasant but rather plain became estelle
elizabeth parks was belle and english born elizabeth claridge
lizette over the wires during off hours flew notes from one to

another of the three closing the distances that their assignments had
put between them the girls matured mary ellen estelle married
and moved north to dry creek present day lehi at the same time that
gold was being mined up nearby little cottonwood canyon there her
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skill at telegraphy was again useful to the growing economy and an
office of the deseret telegraph was established in her home several
months passed and then the wires carried her call for help the
impending birth of her first child would take her from her post
elizabetheilzabeth claridge lizette traveled the several days from nephi to
fill in during the confinement the birthingberthingbirthing was worse than expected
and even with lizette there the office finally closed down to spare the
mother the torment of having to listen to the incessant clicking of the
key there were after all considerations which transcended hard
nosed business 15

the baby was safely delivered and estelle soon returned to her
transmitter transcribing in elusive dots and dashes over the noises of
the baby on her lap lizette went on to the telegraph office in st
george where she took up again an interrupted courtship with a
young man a discontented farmer turned railroader at that time her
telegrapher s wages made her richer than he but after their marriage
the tables turned he was alfred mccune later a multimillionaire
who eventually built for his wife the splendid mccune mansion which
still stands on upper main street in salt lake city

the opportunities for women kept widening by 1869 president
young was taunting the big fat lubberly fellows whom he found
clerking in stores handing out calicoescalicoedcalicoes and measuring ribbons I11I
would rather see the ladies do it he said and added that some women
were already just as good accountants as men and that men might
better go to raising sheep wheat or cattle 16 he boasted that the
university of deseret was offering classes in business skills to females
as well as to males preparing the girls to be book keepers
accountants clerks cashiers tellers payers telegraphic operators
reporters and fill other branches of employment suited to their sex 17

within a few years of this time women were establishing and running
their own stores and cooperatives and when president young offered
the salt lake ladies some male assistance in setting up their women s
commission store an enterprise which grew to some proportions the
ladies politely ignored his generosity A most terse letter in the church
archives reveals eliza R snow s impatience with one of president
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young s underlings in his dealings with the women s store the man
had the temerity to dispute the percentage agreed upon between sister
snow and president young as commission on goods from his woolen
mills apologizing to the president her husband for disturbing him
with the matter while he was sick abed eliza clarified the situation in
formal business terms and then concluded that although we are
novices in the mercantile business we are not green enough for that
kind of management 18 and wifelike signed the letter with love
eliza R snow

the decade of the 1870s saw the beginning of professional
opportunity for women in utah suffrage had introduced them into
the public concerns and when in 1872 georgie snow was admitted to
the bar as the first qualified utah woman lawyer she was welcomed by
her male colleagues 19 her training had consisted of reading law in
her father s law office for three years and her bar examination was
a fifteen minute impromptu interrogation conducted by an ad hoc
committee whilejudgewhile judge mckean and the court waited to pronounce her
admission the whole examination would have been foregone in fact
were it not for the court s fear that if she were admitted unexamined a

precedent would be set for the young men who followed to expect that
same privilege

women in professional medicine followed the women lawyers
during that same decade midwives called and set apart by church
leaders had long been the chief medical practitioners but finally
president young brought into consideration his awareness of the
midwives inadequacies his distrust of the gentile male doctors
practicing then and his sense of propriety which demanded that
women be attended by women doctors with the result that he called
for women to study medicine in eastern universities and then return to
zion to practice and instruct there the experiences of romania B
pratt penrose the first utah woman to earn her MD and ellis shipp
who followed her have a blend of the comic and the pathetic home
after her first year in a new york medical college romania pratt
found herself with no money to return 2010 brigham young looks to
eliza R snow raise some money for her he suggests and the relief
society comes through enabling romania to leave again her five

eliza R snow to brigham young 10 february 1877 holograph brigham young papers
church archives
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children and complete her work in general practice as well as a

specialization in eye and ear ellis shipp with whom romania shared
for a short time her room at philadelphia woman s medical college
had the samesarne sort of difficulty returning for her second year 21 imagine
either of these ladies ellis especially since she returned to school
pregnant facing their dissection lab one student described how it
must have seemed to ladies of victorian sensibilities

the sight of eight stark staring bodies every age and color
stretched upon as many tables was not reassuring to say the least
A stifled scream might have been heard and there were some pale
faces and clinging to each other for support and highly
perfumed handkerchiefs held assiduously to the noses of the more
sensitive 22

returning to salt lake city both doctors not only established
practices but conducted classes in nursing and obstetrics for their
sisters one such sarah Indaetta young vance reports her
experiences in taking a course in midwifery she and her husband were
moving from cold colorado back to their warmer holdings in arizona
and stopped briefly to attend conference in salt lake city sarah was
torn to stay and fulfill that dearest of my childhood ambitions when I1

desired above all else to be a doctor like my father when I1 grew up she
enrolled in a class under dr shipp her husband took the older boys
back to arizona but left with sarah her two younger sons ages six and
four and a baby

I1 rented a room sarah writes across the hall from the doctor
under whom I1 studied you can just imagine what a time I1 had with
those three lively country boys in the city I1 would lock them into
the room while I1 attended my classes no sooner was I1 gone than
out through the window would go leslie and bert leaving the baby
alone of course they got themselves into all kinds of little
troubles 2313

she tells of leslie s wangling a newsboy s job of bert s picking up
chewing gum off the street of their being beat up by the big boys but
none of it seemed serious enough to interfere with their mother s
studies they never did anything bad she concludes they were just
mischievous boys six months and a diploma later sarah returned to
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arizona set apart and blessed by apostle abraham cannon to fulfill
her callings as midwife and mother to her own twelve children

whether we call it child neglect or view it as accommodation this
experience of sarah vance does suggest what may have been true in
other cases that husbands and family were often required to be
supportive of mothers in their desire to work for the common good as
wives were of husbands in their calls to fill assignments for the church
and community the evidence of cooperation continued into this
century when jane manning skolfield entered medical training in
denver where she and her family were living her latest child was still
tiny so her twelve year old daughter missed a year of school in order to
see to things at home and as long as the baby was still nursing took it
on streetcar or bicycle to the college so dr jane could give it its
noontime meal 24 the studies which will measure in the historical
context the effects on the society of these choices and the sacrifices they
demanded have not been made but reading the biographies of some of
the women themselves suggests that the return far surpassed the cost

when woman s rights debates raged during the last century eliza
R snow speaking for the women and the church proclaimed loudly
that nowhere in the world had women more rights than here in zion 2515

she may have been right the demands of kingdom building the needs
of an isolated people the social and family circumstances polygamy
among them were conducive coto encouraging the mormon women of
the last century in expanding their abilities and extending their
influence progress personal and collective hinged on their taking
hold of the opportunities which their circumstances placed before
them and from their leaders they had encouragement

for it was in 1879 that eliza snow then general president of the
relief society told a meeting of women in sevier county to take off
their sunbonnetssun bonnets 2616 her reference is specific more than metaphoric
she wanted the women to leave off the rough garb of the pioneer life in
favor of the finer appearance which their skill could produce the
minute taker in the ward relief society quotes sister snow as saying
that she had a great objection to sun bonnets and that she would be
glad when she visited us again to see the sun bonnet changed to home
made hats prosaic though the injunction be there is a metaphor
there for us women could not progress without change and changing
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sunbonnetssunbonnerssunbonnetsbonners for hats homemade though they be represented progress
home industry was a challenge for those women but it was not their
only challenge there would be for them other things to accomplish
and the later emancipation from silk raising grain storage and
homemade hats would mean emancipation into whatever other
challenges the new society would offer the new generation woman
by woman family by family would have to face those challenges

there they are then some of the women of mormonism s past
diverse disparate often having in common no more than their
connection weak or strong with the restored gospel there s emma
batchelor lee running the ferry across the colorado giving birth to
her sixth child with no one but her own young son to help 27 or ellen
woodward fuller aunt ellen to both the pine arizona mormonscormons
and the nearby indians at eighty one years still running her general
store and mail order house 28 and mary morgan rees distressed over
her husband s call to take another wife walking from brigham city to
salt lake to confer with the president on the matter and in such a rush
that she declines that offer of a ride in a neighbor s wagon with a curt
no thanks I1 m in a hurry29hurry19hurry 2919 and martha cragun cox having missed

the regular examination because of the death of her baby pleading for
certification as a schoolteacherschookeacher in nevada because the poverty stricken
saints on the muddy need her services 30 our archives are bulging with
their stories their observations their lives we can learn to know
them we can look at them and discover who we are

21juanita21juanita brooks emma lee logan utah utah state university press 1975 ppap 707170 71
21elieneilenellen celeste woodward fuller in clayton pioneer women of arizona ppap 15657156 57
29ameliaamellaameila madsen beecher reminiscence p 3
31 martha31martha cragun cox reminiscence holograph ppap 14446144 46 church archives
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